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Napoleon’s Siege of Acre: A Re-evaluation of the Historical and Archaeological Record

Morgan Breene—University of Rhode Island

The Siege: 18 March - 20 May, 1799

When Napoleon laid siege to Acre, it was without his major artillery. Smith captured the gun boats carrying Napoleon’s artillery on the 18th, and put both to good use harassing the French. Napoleon was eventually forced to retreat following massive loss of life. Smith positioned the shallow draft gun boats in the harbor and along the shore where his larger warships could not go. Here the small vessels were most effective as gun platforms against the French, who were camped outside the walls of the city.

The “Block ship” Theory

Initial Survey of the Harbor in the 1960’s resulted in the excavation of the “Akko Tower Wreck.” It was originally suggested that the wreck, which lacked superstructure and armor, was scuttled by Smith to prevent French access to the harbor.

There is no historical evidence to suggest this was the case. Flinder and Linder (1993; 222) allude to a map which labels a “ship filled with sand” (bottom left, presumably) Smith, however, had no reason to sink a block ship. Any wrecks from 1799 must be explained in a different manner.

The Shipwrecks: The Marie Rose and the Spitfire Germ

On 28 March, 1799, a massive storm hit Acre. Smith left one of his support vessels, the Alliance, and gunboats in place to prevent the French from making too much headway. He reports that they “fortunately rode (the gale) out, except one.” This victim may have been the gunship Marie Rose, captured by Smith on 18 March (below right). A second ship, Transport No. 1, was also lost in the storm at an unknown latitude. Transport No. 1 may be the Spitfire Germ, shown in a sketch by Robert Kerr Porter (below bottom).

2011 URI/IAA Survey

During the 2011 season, a team of archaeologists from the University of Rhode Island, the University of Louisville, Kentucky, and the Israel Antiquities Authority were testing a Sygwest Stratabox subbottom profiler when they identified several targets that may be associated with the siege.

This prompted the investigation that led to the uncovering of the block ship theory and the search to locate and identify the ships most likely to have been lost in the siege.

Conclusions

Historical and Archaeological research into the 1799 Siege of Acre by URI and the IAA between 2011 and 2013 has revealed that previous interpretations of Smith’s strategy cannot be supported. Instead, it appears that the two small ships Smith lost in the storm, the Marie Rose and the Spitfire Germ were stationed close to shore, used as platforms for British guns.

IAA and URI investigations of the harbor have identified two shipwreck targets that likely correspond to the Marie Rose and Spitfire Germ. Further archaeological investigation will be needed to confirm this investigation.
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Map allegedly used by Flinder and Linder (1993; 222) to develop the “block ship” theory. Reference G shows a “Ship filled with sand” at the mouth of the harbor.

Sketch produced by Smith for the Admiralty. Dated 23 March 1799

Map of unknown origin showing the “Wreck of Marie Rose” (Reference 22)

There are currently two sub-seafloor targets which may be the Marie Rose (pink target at the marina entrance) and the Spitfire Germ (not indicated on map). Wreckage from an additional 18th century vessel was found north of the Tower of Flies by the URI_IAA project in 2011, but this material has not yet been identified (pink target by the Tower of Flies).

Part of a buried 18th century ship discovered near the Tower of Flies by the URI-IAA in 2011. The identity of the ship is not known but it may also be from the 1799 siege.